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Introduction
The objective of this report is to provide
realistic and cost-effective design
solutions that will bring a unique
identity to this urban corridor in
downtown Moncton.

The St. George Street Design Solutions report was
commissioned by Downtown Moncton Centre-Ville
Inc. (DMCI) in 2009 as a follow-up to a series of earlier
reports and studies, including the Moncton
Downtown Development Vision (2006) and the St.
George Street Conceptual Plan (2008).
The objective of this report is to build upon these
earlier documents by providing realistic and costeffective design solutions that will improve the quality
of the public realm along St. George Street and create
a more inviting street that is better integrated with its
surroundings.
The recommendations contained in this report focus
on improvements to the public realm that can be
implemented affordably by DMCI and the City of
Moncton, or that can be put forward as suggestions
to private owners who wish to make improvements to
their properties.
The implementation plan at the end of the report
outlines incremental yearly design improvements
over a ten-year period that will have immediate and
long-term impacts along St. George Street.
A renewed St. George Street is a crucial element of a
vibrant Downtown Moncton and the design solutions
put forward in this document will help bring this
vision one step closer to reality.
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Design Considerations
St. George Street has been the subject
of a variety of reports and studies that
influenced the design considerations
contained in this document and helped
determine the four main design
principles for the corridor.

St. George Street is one of two main east-west mixeduse streets that run through Downtown Moncton. The
corridor has great potential to be a vibrant downtown
destination, but has been underutilized and neglected
over the years. It suffers from a lack of connections to
surrounding areas, varying sidewalk conditions,
uninviting parking lots and alleyways, as well as real and
perceived issues surrounding safety.

St. George Street Conceptual Plan (2008)

This report builds upon the visions and findings of the
following studies and reports:
Downtown Moncton Development Vision (2006)

The 2008 Conceptual Plan, commissioned by the City of
Moncton and DMCI, envisioned St. George Street as a
mixed-use walking street embedded in a historical
residential neighbourhood with a higher residential
population, an increase in the diversity and number of
businesses and a significant level of civic improvement.
The Plan identifies four essential elements to help
achieve this vision: create a great street; redevelop
vacant sites with mixed use infill projects; enhance the
adjacent heritage residential district; and strengthen
the role for the arts and culture.

The Downtown Moncton Development Vision was
commissioned in 2006 by the City of Moncton and
DMCI. The report is a high-level vision document
intended to guide development and investments in
Downtown Moncton for a 25-year period.
The document identifies St. George Street as a mixeduse main street and as one of five significant clusters of
underutilized areas in the downtown. The vision for St.
George Street contained in the report is “an active place
where neighbours meet on widened sidewalks, and
visitors enjoy the specialty boutiques in the shade of an
ever increasing tree canopy.”
Key objectives for St. George Street include:
•
•
•
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reinforcing physical and visual linkages to
surrounding neighbourhoods;
improving the quality and appeal of the
pedestrian environment;
providing for adequate and accessible
parking areas that don’t detract from the
area’s heritage character.

St. George Street Security Audit Report (2008)

DMCI commissioned an audit of security issues affecting
St. George Street. The 2008 report found that
prostitution, drug use and shoplifting were key issues
along St. George Street and identified derelict
structures, run down properties, unregulated rooming
houses, poor lighting and unprotected vacant
properties as contributing factors.
In addition to a general clean-up, the report made a
series of recommendations based on CPTED principles,
including: improved lighting, usage of CCTV, fencing,
beautification, limiting rooming houses and increased
security guard patrols.

ADI Limited

The visions and findings of the aforementioned
reports have led to the development of four key
design principles for St. George Street:

Safety (CPTED Principles)
With safety identified as a key concern among local
residents and business owners it is important that
design solutions follow the principles of Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
including proper lighting, avoidance of hiding and
entrapment spots and defining private and public
spaces through “edge” treatments, pavement
designs, fencing and landscaping.
Maximizing Existing Potential
Understanding economic realities is fundamental to
ensuring a plan’s recommendations will be
implemented. Cost-effective design solutions take
advantage of existing street furniture stock and
suppliers, maximize existing potential and remain
grounded in reality.
Connectivity
While St. George Street is an east-west corridor, much
of its isolation stems from poor north-south
connections. Design solutions will reinforce linkages
with surrounding areas and focus specifically on
creating connections between St. George Street and
Main Street.
Flexibility
Providing a variety of design options ensures that
improvements can continue to be implemented
even in the face of unexpected roadblocks. Flexible
design solutions are the best answer for the
revitalization of St. George Street.

St George Street Design Solutions
L64540011
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Design Standards
Design standards have been drafted to
create a unified identity along the St.
George Street corridor. These standards
should apply along the entire length of
the street between Vaughan Harvey
Boulevard and King Street.

Streetscaping Standards
Streetscaping includes a variety of elements such as lighting, paving, benches, signage, bus shelters and other
pedestrian and cyclist amenities. The following is a list of streetscape design standards that should apply along
the entire length of St. George Street between Vaughan Harvey Blvd. and King Street. Detailed specifications of
street furniture can be found in Appendix A.

Street Furniture Standards
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
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a single, unified standard of street
furniture should be adopted along the
length of St. George Street;
upgraded street furniture should take
advantage of existing city stock and
suppliers to maximize cost-effectiveness;
street furniture and signage should not
be placed so as to impede pedestrian
circulation, nor block driver and cyclist
sight lines;
adequate bicycle parking should be
provided in well lit and visible locations;
pedestrian-scale lighting similar to those
found along Main Street should be
incorporated along St. George Street;
street furniture should be “clustered”
along the corridor at equidistant
intervals where space permits;
street furniture clusters should be
positioned to avoid clutter and
impediments to pedestrians;
banners should be hung from pedestrianscale light standards to help identify St.
George Street as the Urban Quarter, in
line with its current marketing campaign.

Sidewalk Standards:
• when and where the opportunity arises,
sidewalks should be extended into
encroachment areas to abut property lines
and expand the pedestrian ROW;
• decorative sidewalk paving trim, joints, and
accents should be incorporated into planned
sidewalk upgrades;
• sidewalks should continue to be made of
Portland cement, while materials used for
paving treatments should include stone
pavers (WindsorStone and CastleStone);
• sidewalks and pedestrian ROWs should take
visual precedence over driveways and other
vehicle access points that cross sidewalks;
• signature paving should be encouraged in
front of business entranceways.

ADI Limited

Streetscaping Standards

Light Standards
A single light standard option is provided that is
consistent with pedestrian-friendly lighting found
elsewhere in Downtown Moncton. This will help
extend downtown’s character onto St. George
Street.
Option 1:

Light Standard (3m tall)
Standard Black Iron Pipe +
Acrylic/Polycarbonate Luminaire
Granite Bases
Black Posts

Benches
The metallic finishing of the chosen bench option
will help create a unique identity for St. George
Street that lives up to its name as an Urban Quarter.
Benches with backs should be placed along wider
ROWs; the backless bench should be reserved for
narrower ROWs.
Option 1:

Bench with Back (1.8m long)
Bench with no Back (1.8m long)
Cast Iron + Steel Bar
Argento

Paving Treatments

Trash Receptacles

Paving treatment is inspired by the
material used in Israel Park, a project that
has had a positive effect on the St. George
Street streetscape.

Providing more trash receptacles along St. George
Street is crucial to creating a cleaner corridor. The
dual receptacle option allows for the separation
of dry and wet waste material.

Paving Stones: Tumbled WindsorStone
Natural Charcoal
241mm x 241mm x 80mm

Option 1:

Dual-receptacle (1m tall)
All-Steel with liners
Black

Tumbled CastleStone
Natural Chamois
356mm x 356mm x 80mm

Planters

Bike Racks

A single planter option is provided. The planters
will break with the monochromatic theme to add
an accent colour to the street furniture and
should be planted with a variety of annuals.
Option 1:

Planter (0.6m tall)
All-Steel
Deep Red

Bike racks are few and far between along St. George
Street, although recent installations have started to
change this. Bike racks should be the same model as the
newly-installed racks, but should only be placed on ‘C’
Blocks and on ‘B’ Blocks where space permits so as not
to impede the pedestrian ROW when bicycles are locked
to them.
Bike Racks:

St George Street Design Solutions
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Bike Anchors (1.2m tall)
Bike loops (0.6m tall)
Metal
Black
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Landscaping Standards
Landscaping includes a variety of elements such as trees, shrubs, ornamental grasses and other foliage and
flowers. The following is a list of landscape design standards that should apply along the entire length of St.
George Street between Vaughan Harvey Blvd. and King Street.

Tree Canopy Standards:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

street trees should provide a pedestrian
canopy, but should not be dense enough to
block storefront signage or historical facades;
trees should only be planted on streetscapes
where they will not impede pedestrian
circulation;
tree grates should be used to enhance the
pedestrian environment and protect the base
of the trees;
only Class 3 tree types are to be planted on
St. George Street. These trees have a maturity
height of 10m and require a minimum width
of 1.8m from the inner edge of the planting
zone to the outer edge of the curb;
three Class 3 tree types are to be used: Acer
ginnala (Amur Maple); Sorbus aucuparia
(European Mountain Ash); and Syringa
reticulata (Tree Lilac);
tree well dimensions should be between
1200mm x 1200mm and 1800m x 1800mm; a
depth of 1m to 1.2m is ideal. In order to avoid
excessive encroachment into the pedestrian
ROW, it may be necessary to modify the
dimensions of a given tree pit to a rectangular
shape as reflected in the ‘C’ Block templates;
trees larger than 10m in height are to be
planted at least 4m from underground
services, while trees smaller than 10m in
height must be a minimum of 2.5m in height;
if planting is done in close proximity to
overhead utilities, use narrow or columnar
plant material or relocate tree or service to
avoid problems as plant material matures.

St George Street Design Solutions
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Landscaping Standards:
• when and where the opportunity arises,
edges of private property that encroach into
the pedestrian ROW should be landscaped to
provide a buffer that will strengthen the
pedestrian environment;
• all plant species in plant beds should be
chosen based on soil conditions, sun/shade,
and required maintenance levels. Only
durable, low-maintenance plant species that
are suitable for Hardiness Zone 4b should be
chosen;
• a variety of trees, small and medium shrubs,
perennials and evergreens should be planted
to create diverse landscape elements;
• evergreens should play a prominent role in
landscaping as well to ensure year-round
colour along St. George Street;
• a reputable landscaping firm should be
consulted prior to any landscaping
improvements.
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Landscaping Standards

Tree Canopy

Evergreens

Improving the quality of St. George’s tree
canopy is a priority for the revitalization of
the corridor. Following the City of Moncton
Tree Protection Standards, three varieties of
Class 3 trees will be used. The maximum
height at maturity for all three tree types is
10m.
Tree Types:

Amur Maple
European Mountain Ash
Tree Lilac

Shrubs

Unlike most other landscape elements,
evergreens will bring year round colour to St.
George Street and should be encouraged as a
main feature of many landscaping projects.
Evergreen species such as cedars and spruces are
suitable.
Thuja Occidentalis:
Picea abies:
Picea glauca:
Picea marina:

Perennials

Shrubs can serve as vertical features of landscaped
areas and are effective in sheltering the pedestrian
realm from adjacent expanses. However, in keeping
with CPTED principles, only small and medium-sized
shrubs should be chosen so as not to completely
obstruct sight lines of surrounding activities or provide
places where people could hide.

Perennials are used to fill in beds and create a lush
layered effect. Low-maintenance perennials help
structure landscaped areas and, unlike annuals, return
each year without requiring replanting. Groupings are
made to create a visual flow and a “soft edge” to the
pedestrian realm. Varieties include:
Hostas:

Spirarea Types:

Flaming Mound
Anthony Water
Magic Carpet
Goldmound

Hemerocallis:
Other Types:

Potentilla Types:

Abotswood
Goldstar
Pink Beauty
Red Ace

Ground Covers
When considering ground cover species for
landscaping, the following would be suitable.
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Common Bearberry
Cotoneaster suicicus
Coral Beauty
Vinea Minor
Periwinkle/Myrtle

St George Street Design Solutions
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Golden Globe
Little Giant Cedar
Little Gem Spruce
Dwarf Alberta Spruce
Dwarf Blue Nest Spruce

August Moon
Moonbeam
Gold Standard
Apple Tart Daylily
Stella de Oro Daylily
Bressingham Beauty Astilbe
Phlox
Coreopsis

Ornamental Grasses + Vines
Similar to the perennials listed above, both grasses and vines will help
create a “soft edge” that better defines the pedestrian realm. They are
especially useful as part of screening options where fencing is used.
Calamagrotis ‘Karl Foerster’
Miscanthus sinensis ‘Gracillimus’

Karl Foerster Feather Reed Grass
Japanese Silver Grass

Ampelopsis quinquefolia
Lonicera xbrownii
Hydrangea ‘Mirranda’ 2003

Virginia Creeper
Dropmore Scarlet Honeysuckle
Climbing Hydrangea
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Design Solutions
Design solutions outlined in this report
will help transform St. George Street
from an overlooked and underutilized
corridor into a street worthy of its
downtown location. Solutions are costeffective, flexible and grounded in
reality.

Many of the design solutions in this selection are
presented as block templates. These templates were
informed by paving design options, encroachment
opportunities and block types.

Paving Design Treatment
St. George Street does not currently express an
identity that is fitting for a major urban corridor in a
downtown location. The street suffers from a lack
of quality public spaces, as well as poor connections
along the streetscape and to surrounding areas.
Through the implementation of different paving
patterns, it is possible to connect the disparate
parts of the corridor and showcase some of the
street’s quality architecture.
Creating visual links that connect similar building
volumes leads the eye across a path that terminates
with a destination. These links allow the eye to be
drawn to different qualities and quantities of spaces
that are already in existence and they also create a
stage for new future development to connect into
this new imposed fabric.
The geometry, paving material, and colors were
inspired by the existing characteristics of Israel Park,
a revitalization project on St. George Street that has
had a positive impact on the area and inserted a
much needed public space into the corridor. The
most unique characteristics are the two axes that
intersect the circle, which lead you to the main
entrances of the site. These axes not only guide the
movement of the pedestrian, but also create a
visual connection for the entire park. The new
paving design treatment for St. George Street is not
so much about imposing a new design concept for
the streetscape, but rather drawing connections to
existing conditions using existing design elements.
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Encroachment Opportunities
Every block along St. George Street has an existing
sidewalk ROW. However, in most cases there is a
discrepancy, and sometimes a significant one,
between the existing sidewalk width and the actual
public ROW (as denoted by the red lines in the
figure below). Along many of St. George Street’s
blocks, private owners are using land within the
public ROW as part of their properties.
These encroachments present a great opportunity
for the expansion of the existing ROW. Such
expansions will allow for the placement of street
furniture and the improvement of sidewalks where
it would have otherwise not been possible.
Taking advantage of the full width of public ROWs is
a more cost-effective method of expanding the
pedestrian ROW without interrupting traffic flow
and investing in additional transportation analysis.
This is a quick and efficient way to bring immediate
improvements to St. George Street.

St George Street Design Solutions
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However, land uses and the size of the
encroachment opportunity impact what blocks
should be prioritized for public ROW
expansions. For instance, a significant
encroachment zone of more than one metre
exists along the southside of the block between
Alma and Botsford Streets. However, adjacent
land uses include a gas station and residential
units, making this block a lower priority for
public space improvements. Similary, a large
parking lot on the southside of the block
between Cornhill and Dominion Streets seems
to be a great opportunity to expand the
sidewalk ROW, however the encroachment
zone is a mere 0.13m, which raises the question
whether expansion is worth the effort here.
This report proposes the following priority list:
•
•
•

Wesley St. to Lester St. (southside)
Botsford St. to Wesley St. (southside)
Church St. to Alma St. (southside)
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‘A’ Blocks

Blocks Concept
One of the unique features of St. George Street
between Vaughan Harvey Blvd. and King Street is the
variety of right-of-way (ROW) widths. In Moncton,
standard ROW widths are considered to be
approximately 18m. At its narrowest the St. George
Street corridor is less than 15m in width, while at its
widest the corridor spans more than 26m. This is a
result of the mixed-use nature of the street, which
sees the street narrow as it passes through
predominantly residential areas and widens as it
passes through commercial areas. The street’s two
widest points are at the east and west extremities
where it meets King Street and Vaughan Harvey Blvd.
respectively.

There are eight ‘A’ Blocks along St. George
Street, the majority of which are located east of
the railway track in the predominantly
residential area of the corridor.
ROWs in these blocks vary between less than
15m to 18.5m. Sidewalk widths in ‘A’ Blocks
tend to vary between 1.5m and 2.0m
presenting limited opportunities for street
furniture clusters and paving treatments.
Design solutions for ‘A’ Blocks will consist of:
•
•
•

new paving (paving strip at curb edge)
new pedestrian street lighting (where
space permits) with banners
general clean-up

‘B’ Blocks
A ROW is the distance between property lines across
a roadway and sidewalk. However, for the purpose of
this report, which focuses on improvements to the
pedestrian realm, this section focuses on sidewalk
ROWs. The width of a sidewalk ROW can have a major
impact on design solutions, including street furniture
clusters, paving treatments and landscaping.
Narrower sidewalk ROWs require different solutions
than wider sidewalk ROWs due to space limitations. In
order to better understand the varying widths of the
corridor, and the impact these widths have on design
solutions, St. George Street has been divided into four
block types: ‘A’ Blocks (with sidewalk widths of 1.5m –
2.0m); ‘B’ Blocks (with sidewalk widths of 1.8m –
3.0m); ‘C’ Blocks (with sidewalk widths of 2.5m –
4.5m); and Gateway Blocks that will provide inviting
entranceways to the corridor (see following page for
details).

Five ‘B’ Blocks are found along the length of St.
George Street, predominantly clustered around the
central blocks of the corridor.
ROWs in these blocks vary from approximately 20m
to less than 22m. Sidewalks tend to be wider than ‘A’
Block widths, as narrow as 1.8m in some and as wide
as 3m in others. The blocks with wider sidewalks
present excellent opportunities for street furniture
clustering, although the clusters should not be
clustered too close together in order to avoid
cluttering the street.
Design solutions for ‘B’ Blocks will consist of:
•
•
•
•
•

new paving (paving strip or planting strip)
new pedestrian street lighting (where space
permits) with banners
backless benches
planters
trash receptacles (where possible)

ADI Limited
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‘C’ Blocks
Four ‘C’ Blocks line St. George Street. They
comprise many of the central blocks between
High Street and the railroad tracks at Church
Street. They are also the location for the majority
of the corridor’s commercial activity, so they are
prime locations for priority investments.
The larger ROWs (between 20m and 22m) and
wider sidewalk widths (2.5m to 4.5m) present a
great opportunity for landscaping, paving
treatments and street furniture clustering.
Design solutions for ‘C’ Blocks will consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

new paving (planting strip)
new pedestrian street lighting
benches with backs
bike racks
trees and planters
trash receptacles

Gateway Blocks
Two Gateway Blocks frame St. George Street at
Vaughan Harvey Boulevard and King Street.
Design solutions for these blocks will focus on
creating attractive entrance points to the corridor
and downtown Moncton. Given the variety of
pedestrian ROWs along these two blocks, design
solutions for paving treatments will vary.

St George Street Design Solutions
L64540011
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Right-of-Way Block Types
Block Boundary
(West)

Block Boundary
(East)

Existing
Minimum
ROW

Existing
Maximum
ROW

Existing
Sidewalk
Widths

Potential
Sidewalk
Expansion in
Existing ROW

(west-east)

(west-east)

‘A’ Blocks (typical sidewalk widths of 1.5m - 2.0m)
Wesley St.

Lester St.

14.7

14.8

Lewis St.

Steadman St.

15.1

15.5

Lester St.

Lewis St.

15.5

15.0

Botsford St.

Wesley St.

16.0

16.0

Church St.

Alma St.

16.6

17.4

Cornhill St.

Dominion St.

16.6

17.8

Capitol St.

Cornhill St.

18.2

19.0

Alma St.

Botsford St.

18.5

18.5

N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S

1.75
1.94
2.30
1.90
2.20
1.50
1.50
2.00
1.60
1.55
1.55
1.57
1.50
1.70
1.45
1.52

2.00
2.00
2.20
1.90
2.30
1.40
1.60
2.00
1.60
2.10
1.37
2.00
1.30
1.50
1.27
1.36

N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S

0.80
0.94
08.0
0.30
0.60
0.80
0.87
1.30
1.40
1.80
0.13
1.47
0.15
1.00

0.70
0.60
1.40
0.84
0.80
1.10
0.50
1.40
2.80
0.95
0.30
1.13
0.80
1.60
0.13
1.32

2.80
3.14
1.80
2.27
2.34
2.80
2.93
3.28
3.29
2.23

N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S

0.26
0.22
1.50
0.76
1.45
1.95
1.12
1.18
1.80
1.03

0.95
2.27
1.09
0.91
1.58
1.15
1.10
1.16
1.46

‘B’ Blocks (typical sidewalk widths of 1.8m – 3.0m)
Archibald St.

Lutz St.

19.9

19.9

Dominion St.

High St.

19.9

20.9

Highfield St.

Bonnacord St.

20.5

21.3

Bonnacord St.

Archbibald St.

21.4

21.4

Robinson St.

Church St.

21.6

21.8

N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S

3.10
2.80
1.70
2.70
2.02
3.15
3.14
2.94
3.28
2.00

‘C’ Blocks (typical sidewalk widths of 2.5m – 4.5m)
High St.

Cameron St.

19.8

21.6

Weldon St.

Highfield St.

20.5

21.2

Lutz St.

Robinson St.

21.4

21.4

Cameron St.

Weldon St.

22.1

22.3

N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S

4.40
3.17
4.27
2.92
4.89
1.54
3.60
4.13

3.65
2.59
3.84
3.05
4.48
2.60
3.66
3.01

N
S
N
S
N
S
N
S

0.09
1.64
2.50
0.71
1.41

1.15
0.04
0.24
1.34
1.64
1.15
1.97

N
S
N
S

1.60
2.14
1.30
2.79

1.44
1.50
1.60
2.94

N
S
N
S

5.50
0.11
2.48
2.79

5.50
0.40
2.22
0.37

Gateway Blocks
Steadman St.

King St.

23.5

23.5

Vaughan Harvey

Capitol St.

25.4

26.6

Identified as priority block for ROW expansion
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Bonaccord Street

Robinson Street

Belleview Avenue

‘A’ Blocks
(1.5m-2.0m sidewalk ROWs)

Botsford Street

Legend

Weldon Street

High Street

Right-of-Way Block Types
St. George Street, Moncton

‘B’ Blocks
(1.8m-3.0m sidewalk ROWs)

‘C’ Blocks
(2.5m-4.5m sidewalk ROWs)

Gateway Blocks
(attractive entrance points)

St George Street Design Solutions
L64540011
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Block Templates
Building on the concepts put forward for paving
design, encroachment opportunities and block
types, the following design solutions are
presented as block templates. This approach to
design solutions takes into consideration the
unique features of each block along the corridor
and proposes measures that are appropriate to
each, rather than offering a “one size fits all”
blanket solution that is often difficult to
implement.
Each block template is made up of all or some of
the following elements:

Planting Strip/Paving Strip: this area is the
prime location for street furniture clusters and
new trees. Planting strips on ‘C’ Blocks are as
wide as 1.2m, although narrower planting strips
can be found on ‘B’ Blocks. On ‘A’ Blocks and
narrower ‘B’ Blocks a more appropriate term
would be “paving strip” since the ROWs are too
narrow to accommodate plants.
Design Treatment: the design treatment is
inspired by the unique paving patterns found in
Israel Park. Its purpose is to create a visual link
that connects points of interest along the
corridor.

Public Sidewalk: the sidewalk forms the majority
of the public ROW. Sidewalk widths vary from
between 1.27m to 4.89m. Opportunities for
sidewalk expansion exist in encroachment zones
that abut property lines. These encroachment
zones vary in width from a mere 0.04m to 5.50m.
Landing Strip: this area allows space for an
individual to step out onto the curb from a vehicle
before entering the planting strip. The landing
strip is as wide as 0.60m on ‘C’ Blocks. Due to the
narrower ROWs on ‘A’ and ‘B’ Blocks, the landing
strip is replaced by a simple curb line of 0.15m in
length.

St George Street Design Solutions
L64540011
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‘A’ Block Templates
St George Street Design Solutions
L64540011

‘A’ Block template: paving strip

‘A’ Block Templates
Given the narrow ROW widths and the
predominantly residential character
along most ‘A’ Blocks, a simple shortterm solution is general clean up and
the installation of paving treatments in
the form of a paving strip along the curb
line. 241mm x 241mm stone pavers can
form a simple line along the curb edge
to help tie these blocks into the rest of
the street. Appropriate placement of
new pedestrian-scale light standards
will need to be determined in the field
once implementation begins.

‘A’ Block template (with design treatment): paving strip
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‘B’ Block Templates

‘B1’ Block template: wider planting strip with street
furniture clusters close to curb

‘B1’ Block template (with design treatment): wider
planting strip with street furniture clusters close to curb

‘B2’ Block template: narrower planting strip at curb with
street furniture clusters close to property line

‘B2’ Block template (with design treatment): narrower
planting strip with street furniture clusters close to
property line

Option B1
The wider ROWs found along ‘B’ Blocks allow for additional design
solutions to those proposed for ‘A’ Blocks. Where there is no parallel
parking permitted, a planting strip of approximately 1.2m can be
inserted and street furniture clusters, including backless benches,
planters and occasional trash receptacles can be installed.

Option B2
The second option for improving ‘B’ Blocks can be implemented
where on-street parking is authorized. Similar to Option B1, a
planting strip and street furniture clusters are installed. However,
street furniture should be installed away from the curb along the
property lines so as not to impede the ability of an individual to get
into and out of his or her vehicle. The planting strip along the curb,
with a proposed width of 0.5m, is narrower than that proposed in
Option B1.

St George Street Design Solutions
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‘C’ Block Templates

‘C’ Block template: planting strip with street furniture clusters close to curb and street
trees

‘C’ Block Templates
‘C’ Blocks offer the largest sidewalk ROWs and should be priority
targets for streetscape improvements. The width of these blocks
permits the installation of planting strips of 1.2m in width, complete
with street furniture clusters, trees, planters, bike racks, trash
receptacles and new light standards. Because of the 0.6m landing
strip, the ‘C’ Block template can be implemented in areas with and
without parallel parking.

St George Street Design Solutions
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‘C’ Block template (with design treatment): planting strip with street furniture clusters
close to curb and street trees
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Gateway Block Templates

Eastern Gateway
The Eastern Gateway at King Street will, in addition to new paving
and landscaping, consist of vertical elements to attract attention
and inform those walking by that they are entering the St. George
Street corridor. Vertical installations will play on the colour themes
of the City of Moncton logo (see images at right).
The narrower pedestrian ROWs along this block make ‘A’ Block
paving treatments appropriate here.

Western Gateway
The Western Gateway at Vaughan Harvey Blvd. will consist of new
landscaped elements, including a potential green island to replace
the painted stripes that are currently found where drivers turning
east off Vaughan Harvey merge onto St. George Street. In addition
to landscaped elements, vertical installations should also be placed
at the western Gateway in order to properly frame the corridor.
Since this intersection also marks the beginning of downtown
Moncton, installations that incorporate Moncton’s civic colours are
very appropriate.
The varied pedestrian ROWs along this block make ‘A’ or ‘B’ Block
paving treatments appropriate here.

St George Street Design Solutions
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Screening Options
Parking lots dominate the streetscape of St. George
Street and design solutions are required to create a
more pedestrian-scaled streetscape where
landscape buffers or fencing serve as boundaries
between the private lots and public sidewalks that
will help screen large expanses of asphalt and
parked cars from view. While these options will, for
the most part, not expand the public ROW as
outlined in Encroachment Opportunities, these
improvements nonetheless offer an affordable
alternative design solution to dramatically improve
the pedestrian realm.
Most of the parking lots are under private
ownership, however their edges often “creep” into
the public ROW. This section presents a variety of
options for private-property owners to improve the
edges of their lots that lie within the public realm.

Existing

Potential

The goal of the design solutions in this section is to
screen expansive parking lots without creating an
impermeable wall. CPTED principles must be
followed when fencing is being constructed to
ensure that screens do not provide places for
people to hide, or prevent access into and out off
the sites.
Good examples of landscaping and screening
already exist along St. George Street and Main
Street, but there is potential to do more.
Six options are available:
1) Trees
2) Planting Bed (with soft or soft/hard landscaping
elements)
3) Trees with Benches
4) Lattice Fencing
5) Lattice Fencing with Planting Bed
6) Solid Fencing with Planting Bed

St George Street Design Solutions
L64540011
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Screening Options

Option 1: Trees

Option 4: Lattice Fencing

St George Street Design Solutions
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Option 2: Planting Bed

Option 5: Lattice Fencing (+ Planting Bed)

Option 3: Trees with Benches

Option 6: Solid Fencing with Planting Bed
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Pedestrian-Friendly Intersections
The 2008 St. George Street Conceptual Plan
recommended improving the pedestrianfriendliness of three intersections along St. George
Street as a means to improve the public realm along
the corridor and to better connect the street to its
surroundings, including Main Street. Improvements
would be implemented by sidewalk extensions or
“bulbing out” the sidewalks at the corners of these
intersections.
As a follow-up to this recommendation, ADI
Limited’s traffic engineers analyzed the potential
feasibility of such improvements at Highfield Street,
Weldon Street and Botsford Street (see Appendix
B). It was determined that, at least in the short
term, the proposed alterations to the intersections
could be problematic given the current traffic
volumes along the street. As such, it is not
recommended that such improvements be carried
out without a further analysis of the impact reduced
street widths and “bulb outs” would have on traffic
volumes. Selected sidewalk extensions could be
achieved if they are limited to north-south
crossings, while retaining east-west crossings, so as
not to impact the dimensions of north-south
streets. Such improvements fall beyond the tenyear time frame of this report, but should be a key
part of any long-term vision for St. George Street.

St George Street Design Solutions
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In place of the “bulb-out” options, this report
recommends the installation of new crosswalk
patterns at three priority intersections: Highfield
St, Lutz St. and Botsford St. The new crosswalks
will help improve pedestrian safety by clearly
demarcating points at which pedestrians cross the
street.
The new crosswalks also serve as an opportunity
to implement new and creative design patterns to
improve the overall quality of the public realm.
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North/South Connections
Developing unique wayfinding signage will not only
help strengthen the character of St. George Street,
but will help integrate the corridor better with its
surroundings.
Wayfinding installations on light standards can be
used as a tool to link St. George Street with Main
Street. Signage could be placed on light standards at
intersections with streets that have the potential to
eventually be transformed into vibrant corridors. The
new signage can mimic the built form found along
Main Street to serve as a reference point for key
destinations. Identifying these corridors should be
based on the quality of the built form and the
presence of major destinations.
Building upon the three priority intersections targeted
for new crosswalk designs, four priority corridors
should be targeted for improved north/south
connections include:
•
•
•
•
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Highfield St
Lutz St
Botsford St
the rail corridor

ADI Limited

Public Art
Public art installations can have a positive
impact on the quality and attractiveness of
the public realm. Furthermore, public art
competitions can attract a great deal of
attention and interest to an underutilized
corridor.
Public art competitions can be used for a
variety of public space improvement
initiatives, including tree and sewer grates,
benches or paving blocks (as demonstrated
below). Initiating a public art competition may
be a great way to engage the community in
transforming St. George Street.
It is recommended that the City of DMCI also
hold a competition for the design of the two
gateway installations that will frame St.
George Street.

St George Street Design Solutions
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Implementation Plan

10-year Implementation Schedule
In order to ensure that the design solutions
outlined in this report are implemented, ADI has
divided the implementation schedule into two
parts. The first part, the 10-year implementation
schedule, adheres to the budget parameters
outlined by DMCI and the City of Moncton –
approximately $20,000-$30,000 per year. The 10year plan will allow for the completion of the
following design solutions:
• installation of all street furniture
• construction and installation of east and west
gateways
• completion of three pedestrian-friendly
crosswalks and paving treatments
The chart below outlines the probable unit costs
for street furniture, crosswalk treatments and
gateway installations. The chart on the following
page contains a detailed 10-year implementation
schedule, including priority projects and
associated order of magnitude costs.

St George Street Design Solutions
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ADI Limited

Robinson Street

X

Legend
‘A’ Block Clusters

Belleview Avenue

X

Botsford Street

X

Bonaccord Street

High Street

Weldon Street

10-year Implementation Schedule:
Placement Recommendations

‘B’ Block Clusters

‘C’ Block Clusters

Gateway Installations

New Crosswalk Markings
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Long-Term Implementation Schedule
The second part of the implementation schedule
provides a long-term plan for implementing the
remainder of the design solutions proposed in this
report, including:
• installation of new pedestrian-friendly light
standards
• planting of new street trees
• completion of new paving treatments as
outlined in the Block templates, including new
curbs and gutters, sidewalks, paving/planting
strips and design treatment
In order to implement the second phase of the
implementation schedule, new budgetary
solutions and funding sources will need to be
found. Ultimately, DMCI and the City of Moncton
will need to determine potential cost-sharing
opportunities for initiatives such as new lighting
standards, street trees and paving treatments.
This section provides an opinion of probable costs
to implement the remainder of the design
solutions discussed in this report; a suggested
block priority list; and detailed tables that include
full costing for all new paving options. The
intention is to provide an approximate budgetary
opinion that may assist DMCI and the City of
Moncton in determining how to move forward
with implementing the long-term design solutions
for St. George Street.

St George Street Design Solutions
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ADI Limited
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Preliminary Opinion of Probable Cost for Paving
A Blocks (78.5m length) – one side
Item
No.
1

Description

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Price

Subtotal

Concrete Curb & Gutter
Removal & Disposal of
Existing Curb
New Concrete Curb & Gutter
Asphalt Removal & Disposal
Granular Base
Asphalt Type "B"
Asphalt Type "D"

lineal metre
lineal metre
square metre
tonne
tonne
tonne

78.5
78.5
40
12
11
5

$5.00
$65.00
$5.00
$15.00
$140.00
$130.00

$392.50
$5,102.50
$200.00
$180.00
$1,540.00
$650.00

Total for
Item

$8,065.00
2

Concrete Sidewalk
Removal & Disposal of
Existing Sidewalk
New Concrete Sidewalk
Granular Base

square metre
square metre
tonne

150
75
35

$6.00
$65.00
$15.00

$900.00
$4,875.00
$525.00
$6,300.00

3

Paving Strip
1 row 9.5 inch × 9.5 inch
WindsorStone

square metre

20

$150.00

$3,000.00
$3,000.00

4

Design Treatment
1 row CastleStone

SUBTOTAL (not including
taxes)

square metre

30

$175.00

$5,250.00

$5,250.00

$22,615.00

Contingency Allowance

$2,261.50

TOTAL (not including taxes)

$24,876.50

Note:
1) Cost of property restoration behind the sidewalk is not included in this estimate
2) Assumed that curb will be replaced in the same location as existing (ie. No street widenning)
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ADI Limited

Preliminary Opinion of Probable Cost for Paving
B1 Blocks (92m length) – one side
Item
No.

1

Description

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Price

Subtotal

Concrete Curb & Gutter
Removal & Disposal of
Existing Curb

lineal metre

92

$5.00

$460.00

New Concrete Curb & Gutter

lineal metre

92

$65.00

$5,980.00

Asphalt Removal & Disposal

square metre

50

$5.00

$250.00

Granular Base

tonne

15

$15.00

$225.00

Asphalt Type "B"

tonne

18

$140.00

$2,520.00

Asphalt Type "D"

tonne

7

$150.00

$1,050.00

Total for
Item

$10,485.00
2

Concrete Sidewalk
Removal & Disposal of
Existing Sidewalk

square metre

170

$6.00

$1,020.00

New Concrete Sidewalk

square metre

160

$65.00

$10,400.00

tonne

70

$15.00

$1,050.00

Granular Base

$12,470.00
3

Paving Strip
2 rows of 9.5 inch × 9.5 inch
WindsorStone

square metre

50

$150.00

$7,500.00
$7,500.00

4

Design Treatment
1 row CastleStone

SUBTOTAL (not including
taxes)

Contingency Allowance

TOTAL (not including taxes)

square metre

35

$175.00

$6,125.00

$6,125.00

$36,580.00

$3,658.00

$40,238.00

Note:
1) Cost of property restoration behind the sidewalk is not included in this estimate
2) Assumed that curb will be replaced in the same location as existing (ie. No street widenning)
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Preliminary Opinion of Probable Cost for Paving
B2 Blocks (92m length) – one side
Item
No.
1

Description

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Price

Subtotal

Concrete Curb & Gutter
Removal & Disposal of
Existing Curb
New Concrete Curb & Gutter
Asphalt Removal & Disposal
Granular Base
Asphalt Type "B"
Asphalt Type "D"

lineal metre
lineal metre
square metre
tonne
tonne
tonne

92
92
50
15
18
7

$5.00
$65.00
$5.00
$15.00
$140.00
$150.00

$460.00
$5,980.00
$250.00
$225.00
$2,520.00
$1,050.00

Total for
Item

$10,485.00
2

Concrete Sidewalk
Removal & Disposal of
Existing Sidewalk
New Concrete Sidewalk
Granular Base

square metre
square metre
tonne

170
125
60

$6.00
$65.00
$15.00

$1,020.00
$8,125.00
$900.00
$10,045.00

3

Paving Strip
1 row 14 inch × 9.5 inch
WindsorStone
2 rows 9.5 inch × 4.5 inch
WindsorStone

square metre

35

$150.00

$5,250.00

square metre

50

$150.00

$7,500.00
$12,750.00

4

Design Treatment
1 row CastleStone

SUBTOTAL (not including
taxes)

Contingency Allowance

TOTAL (not including
taxes)

square metre

35

$175.00

$6,125.00

$6,125.00

$39,405.00

$3,940.50

$43,345.50

Note:
1) Cost of property restoration behind the sidewalk is not included in this estimate
2) Assumed that curb will be replaced in the same location as existing (ie. No street widenning)
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ADI Limited

Preliminary Opinion of Probable Cost
C Blocks (118m length)
Item
No.

1

Description

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Price

Subtotal

Concrete Curb & Gutter
Removal & Disposal of
Existing Curb

lineal metre

118

$5.00

$590.00

New Concrete Curb & Gutter

lineal metre

118

$65.00

$7,670.00

Asphalt Removal & Disposal

square metre

60

$5.00

$300.00

Granular Base

tonne

16

$15.00

$240.00

Asphalt Type "B"

tonne

22

$140.00

$3,080.00

Asphalt Type "D"

tonne

10

$150.00

$1,500.00

Total for
Item

$13,380.00
2

Concrete Sidewalk
Removal & Disposal of
Existing Sidewalk

square metre

New Concrete Sidewalk

square metre
tonne

Granular Base

215

$6.00

$1,290.00

250

$65.00

$16,250.00

110

$15.00

$1,650.00
$19,190.00

3

Paving Strip
2 rows 14 inch × 9.5 inch
WindsorStone
2 rows 9.5 inch × 4.5 inch
WindsorStone

square metre

90

$150.00

$13,500.00

square metre

60

$150.00

$9,000.00
$22,500.00

4

Design Treatment
1 row CastleStone

SUBTOTAL (not including
taxes)

Contingency Allowance

TOTAL (not including taxes)

square metre

45

$175.00

$7,875.00

$7,875.00

$62,945.00

$6,294.50

$69,239.50

Note:
1) Cost of property restoration behind the sidewalk is not included in this estimate
2) Assumed that curb will be replaced in the same location as existing (ie. No street widenning)
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Appendix A:
Street Furniture Specs

Decorative Fixture:
Pole:

LUMEC CAT# 100HPS-L50-PC-FC-SE3-120-SFR-GYTX-LMS23658A
100 Watt HPS, 120 volt
cast and manufactured by St-John Foundry

Appendix B:
Intersection Design

